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CLUB NEWS
The Club was saddened to learn of the death this week of one of the
Club's most valuable members, Someone Else. Someone Else's passing
creates a vacancy that will be difficult to fill. Else has been with the
Club since its beginning. Someone did far more than a normal person's
share of the work. Whenever there was a job to do, a committee to be
chaired, or a meeting to attenc, one name was on everyone's list - 'Let
Someone Else do it.' It was common knowledge that Someone Else was among
the largest contributors of his time to the Club; whenever there was a
need for volunteers everyone just assumed Someons EISE would volunteer.
Someone Else was a wonderful person, sometimes appearing superhuman, but
a person can only do so much. Were the truth known, everybody expected
too 21101 of Somecine Else. Now Someone Else is gone. We wonder what we
are going to do. Someone Else left a wonderful example to follow, but
whc is going to do the things Someone Else did? When you are askeo to
help remember you can't depend on Someone Else.
The above, taken from Lon - Skip, ought to be well read with SKOJFK on the doorstep-anyone doubting the wisdom of a photocopied Newsletter ought to see Long Skip!)

RSODI. HE CONVENTION 1985

The Chiltern DX Club has been invited to consider the feasibility of a major HE Di Convention no
held under the auspices of RSGB next year - probably in September. As you know, mini-HF conventions have been held
With the main RSGE exhibitions for the last couple of years but the feeling is that a true 'DX-atmosphere' was not CCirICirJE77
crasteo
Obviously if the Club is to be involved the venue will have to be in our area What is required Is an establishment capasie .
accomodatirg up to 500 visitors with facilities
for leetures/f
ilms plus
bar/restaurant faciiities. Initial ideas reve.&,.s
ve
around bar lunches and perhaps an evening
meal - but no dance facilities. Also, no provision is being allowed for trade stands
but this may be reviewed. The venue should be served by major road/rail faciiities and have adequate parkirg facilities. Any
ideas, volunteers to help, etc, to S3KNA not later than 9th August.

9N1MM FR MORAN

News is that Fr Noran will arrive in the UK or the 4th December for about a one week stay. He will be 7,D'jr - Q
be staying with john Kay, G3WAE, from 7th-9th December. John has asked if CDXC could organise a get-together du7ipc
the weekend 8/9 Dec so if anyone would like to take on the task please advise G3KMA by 9th August. Perhaps the opportunity
could be taken to invite other DXers from around the UK and have a basic charge of, say £5, for each person - members inc . :oak.
Such a gathering could be used to 'test the temperature' for the proposed convention?
but

DARLEEN AND JOE

are now back home in the USA after a fairly Eventful trip to Scandinavia and the USSR. The boat rrib Lvas
disastrous with poor air-conditioning and little water!!! They were fortunate to operate from UA1CK's OTH. Those who rays
read Darieen's book will know that the trip was luxurious compared to some she has had
Darieen and Joe were most . impressec
with CDXC and honoured to receive the certificate we presented to them,
Henry, O3GH, now has copies availabie
Excellent photographs he took at the gathering. Please contact him direct for details of GRK etc.

CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED

A recent letter from Clive, G3NKOSDAICR, notes that he still has logs for his operations in 3ttralter
ano Cyprus - ZB1CR t1957-59 and 1962-64i and 7.C4C8 1963-72). Better hang on to those Clive. If ARRL give separate statJs
2E4 you could make a fortune in IRC's!! Ciiie also passes the news that another RAF type - DALES - will shortly be visitits
the Falklands for 3 months taking an ET902 and a beam.
Drew, GMTVCR, who receives Newsletter by special arrangement has sent 20 SAE's(hope we can fill them Drew}. Its rewandihg
know that CDXC activities are viewed with keen interest in 3M-land. Drew recently worked 7L7AMC and KC6VP ;ECI on 40m) for t .wo
new ones bringing his total to 252 plus 3 deleted - ALL OW!
Raymond, 83BRI., a keen ow operator living in Chesham, has expressed an interest in CDC.
He has 2m equipment and may jcir :h
on 144.525 so please welcome him.

OSL INFORMATION

A number of MEMEETS have copies of the W8G0 3SL managers lists. In order that some form of index mmy te
organised please let 18400 have details of any copies you have. A list can then be published in Newsletter. Roger, (33KM, has
suggested that members could purchase one edition each of a different month's issue throughout the year. That way the 'lit:
would have all issues at its disposal with minimum financial outlay to the individual. Please contact Roger if you wish to
participate in such a scheme. G4@0 has a copy of Na. 35 - Jan 20, 1987, On the subjest of OSLing add these to yoeblack-iist - LU2A, TI2CF and FUEL°, (Writes VE3EWYM 'After two years and seven months, numerous letters and IKs and fine})
personal help from Don N62V, I haye not ay card for FR0FLO/J from Herik. That guy ought to be blacklisted.
I still nest nl:
FHO and FRO CSLs.) During last weeks 4U1UP operation a Ti station came up on 20m and told people not to OSL via TI2CF O
. KL:SE
'Carlos has not replied to cards for over a year'.
TI2J recently replied to G4DY0 after 9 months but the aold-embosses c,yn
was worth waiting for, (Especially as it gave him WAZ on 10,15 and 20 hi).
ISOLYN reports that he cannot verify 3v84A 0.1'27s
after Nov. 23.
QSL Manager N4DW's new address is
Dave Wilson, 11434 Rex Baxter, El Paso, TX 79936.

DXCC NON-COUNTERS

Following on from the reLelitly published table of members scores, it has been suggested that a }.St be
published of known 'non-counters'. Think hard and pass info to G4DY0 for listing in a future edition.
Here are E
starters: XI9A, X298, URA, 129B,
G5JKII5A, ADOSIKH5K.

RADCOM !IOTA HE LADDERS

Confusion has arisen over publication dates. The next 'all-time" ladder will appear in July RadC:7:.
Deadlines for the 1984 "all-time" ladders are:
15th July for September issue - including deletions,
15th October
December issue - only current countries.
PIK

wall tisplay of OSL cards includes two ODE members -

and G4EYT!

THE DX SCENE
Recent DX worked by the Editor includes XE 20 ssb, T31 20 ssb, 1 15 ssb, A4 15 ssb, HY 20 rtty, 9M 20 rtty, KH2 20 ssb,
rtty, VP2M 20 rtty, A4 80 ssb, HP, 20 ssb, TF 20 ssb, OE 20 rtty, 4U1UE 20 ssb and cw.

1 717

For those living in dark caves, latest news from DXAC is that 4U1VIC has NOT been recommended for addition to the ccentrles
list. Three votes were taken under differing criteria and all failed.
;It is virtually certain, therefore, that 4U1UP is _BUT
lost cause.
4U1UP is not just a building - it includes 800 acres of land and the TI boys will try ARRL....) DXAC also
recommended the deletion of KH1 Baker, Howland and American Phoenix Islands and replacement by a new country Bake' era
Howland islands.
If thi s is dlL eted those on Honor Roll with 306 will need to work the new one as soon as it appears to
maintain their position. NCDXF plan to air it immediately If a favourable decision is
ARRL are planning a 5 6. i 4Zia
plaque for Honor Roll members - cost about $40. Note, the ARRL operating aid No.7 is no longer obtainable. instead there is
the ARRL DXCC COUNTRIES LIST price $1 from Newington. This eleven page booklet lists prefix, country, continent, ITU and Of,:
zones and has check-off spaced for mixed, phone, cw, RTTY and satellite and columns for all bands. Order from: ARRL 225 Hein
St., Newington, Ct. 06111, USA,

SERATLY IS

John Goldbey, G4DUWID111 has been most helpful in obtaining ISICK cards for Club members and a formal lelte.
appreciation will be sent to John in due course on behalf of all members. AP News reports that China has not only reinicrcLt
its troops along the border with Viet Nam but has also 'ferried 2000 marines to the Spratlys.' Things are not itching gcod 4T.T
future dxpeditions....

WALLIS IS FW8

For those needing this ane, try 14279khz 08-0900 Tuesdays and 14256khz around 1800 on Saturdays woere F.WS47
has been reported. Jim Smith is rumoured to be visiting the islands shortly using an F.../FW callsion.

CANTON IS T51

Congratulations to those members who needeo it for a new one. CDXC made a clean sweep sc tnat's another ero
off the Club wants list.
DX-NL (the German DX bulletin) has told the World that it is Dave, G4GED, who is operating as . '50'i
Bet the commuting is a menace Dave???

NIGER 5U

bolt, 5U7LD continues sporadic activity. On June 14th PY2PE was asked point blank if LILO had correct licenclot
and Eva said 'yes'. (What she really said was 'Vs vill ask ze questions...!).

POLYNESIA FOB

Watch for great activity from FO during July - especially 14th - 21st during the Tiurai celebrations.
are various awards to be had for working F08/EGO stations during the event and a number of US rips will be visiting there US:5O
FOO callsigns.
SOME iPtETESting statistics from Jan and Jay following their visit 22 Nov - 7 Dec 1985.
BEtWEEO them the
worked 5355 stations of which only 110 were in EU. 82 of those were ! on ow - mainly on 20m with 1 on 80m, J on 40m and,
surprisingly, none on 10m!
Contacts with EU represented only 2% of their activity. An interesting fact is that they (.1711 . i nefj
29 contacts with Africa but 1 of those was on 10m and 2 on 50m (10mhz).
-

Otr:ti,HEU KP5

Rumouned for July

-26, Believe at YOUF penii!

USSR
Those interested in Oblasts, etc, might send an SAE to Tom Frenaye, KIKI, Box 62, Unionville, ConnecticLA: 06085,
Tom produces a newsletter entitled 'USSR Tidbits'.

SALE ISLAND
THAILAND HS

US,

by YEICBK and !-ilASJ rumoured far August.

Various reports of activity outside of contests being received. The most interesting involve HS4AMS (VE5:)C.!,
When George was ORV before, he had a monster signal on LE. G4DY0 will buy a full pint of beer for anyone providing infcrmatitv
leading to a contact with HS on 80t!

ODDS N'ENDS
48ILC no,.,; has 300 worked on QRP - less than one watt!!!!
FR72D/0 was supposed to commence June 20th - anyone work it?
The BV expedition by the JA group was not pErmitted O@m operat1on,
K8021.

TAIL) has departed on a ship for Pakistan and then..???

VEIASJ planning a week long 160m dxpedition to FP around mid-September.
YVOAA OSL cards were being received in the USA at the beginning of June.
Remember Tony Ward, ZLIAZO He is now VE31AT and Vice President of Canad-x.
PY0 Fernando da Noronha rumoured for July and Trindade, involving FY327 and 9Y3P4, for later this year.
Reports of '348AG' very ORV on 20cw working Russians. Believed a pirate - especially as he asked for 2SLs via the bu - o!'
A note in Long Skip from 10IJ promises activity from 1AOKM at least once per year'. Does that not seem quite extrecrd:nery
For Wright r.18AMOI will be visiting USA and Canada during July and August on a trip entirely paid for by uS ano vE Ders.
:Can someone please tell the 2Ls that G4DY0 is an ace EXer?)
WH60/KH4 nw
- worked very few EU stations. If ycu made it, QSL to: To Morgan, c/o Commanding Officer, LiEZJi 7utter
Sassafras, FFI SFC, CA 96673, USA.
Lee Nouvelles On reports the following activity for IOTA chasers: FY7AN and FY7CG from Ile du Salut :SA20) on 14th & 15th Jul:
and FY91S operation from lie Sable from 1700z on 13th to 1500z on 15th by FY7AN, FY7CG and FY7CM using FTi02, FTF02 on usual "ii X.
freqs.
:Your Ed i5 bewildered by these reports - more so because SA-20 is a Brazilian island just off Ric de Jariaire77
du Salut is just of the Ludt:. of FY)
RTTY

Bill and Bren, the teletype men, still chasing the key-bashers to catch up with Don.

Di stations reported or
(cte.
Watch for FOOILE nv

include CE3CE4, VO2AID, A7IAD, ALIXJW, A22BW, CNBEL, JY9IU, TREIGM, 7S2FP, DU7RLC, SI4SPT, JT1AO, V85HG.
46GC and 46N1 on tt.!-.8e RTTY from 11-21 July.

GRAY LINE
WORKED IN EUROPE:
ZE2HX
CA4IU

7007 0455:
7032 3625Z

WATCH FOR.
PO8s

YBOWR
4K1AN6
CP6OG

3793
7005
7042

22172
2119z
22452

CP8HD
N6DX/J5.
C53AL

5797
7805
3798

2350z
0633z
0115z

7D7C4
S79SM
D448S,

5798 2245z
7003 21002
5798 0100z

57 4 DR 7002 20:D:
YE1P2 7Z:57 04707

Believed active around now:
LA5VAA/P on Gurskoy is (EU-79)
VK9L by GITAYIG3CAI
2L780
N2EDGiKH7
9 .1,5WP
FPO by W boys.
TURN until 4th July and C21 4-6th July 9SL both via JHIRN7.
Possibility of 387 by 388CD anytime.
ZA by LA7PCA and DJOUj :?!)
KH7 in early July.

THE RADIO AMATEUR AWARDS DIRECTORY OF THE WORLD
The third edition of this useful bock has been published and includes rules, checklists, maps and application
forms for about 200 of the most popular, prestigious, attractive and sought-after certificates, pins,
diplomas, awards and plagues. All continents and more than 70 countries are represented in the directory
which COMES in the form of an 8.' x IP ring-bound document permitting easy amendment. Cost is $13.0(1 (US)

Air Mail from; VE3GOO Garry Hammond, 5 McLaren Avenue., LiSiOilel, Ont, Canada N4W al,

THOUGHT FROM RAINBOW BAY (KH682F):
'For every action, there i5 an equal and opposite criticism!'
Lee reports that Cycle 22'5 peak is forecast for December 1991 so get your antennas cleaned up guys!!

:The MK boys h a ve

alreathv romised another visit to Malpelo in 1992!!!)

MORE SAEs

PLEASE

Everyone is up to date - all members, except the usual one, receiving Newsletter. Thanks fnr your suppr7,

-

NL,

EXpress, TDB. LIMB, W4BPD, Long Skip, 0B-DX
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Editor: G4DY0

CLUB NEWS
BKOJFK The major subject of this Newsletter is the Special Event station at Runnymede. PLEASE - YOUR HELP IS NEEDED TO
Enclosed with this edition are a map of the site and a form indicating a breakdown of the hours
PUT THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD.
Several members have volunteered to be on site for almost the entire operation. Obviously such
covered by the operation.
devotion to duty is not expected from every member!! If you are available during the weekend please support the Club.
PLEASE take a moment NOW to fill in the form and post it to Roger, 63KMA. A rota can then be organised to ensure operation
throughout the entire period. Things are looking good for a major operation with up to three HF stations and one VHF station
fully operational throughout the 72 hour period. Apart from the main VHF station it is proposed to provide a 25 watt
transceiver and antenna for use on the club 2m frequency. It goes without saying that maximum club effort is required on the
morning of Friday 3rd August and a number of members - and some non-members - have offered material assistance. Firm offers
of larger items have been received as follows:
02DMR
63KMA
630FW
6302F
63VIE
63)(38
64DY0
64ELY
64LJF
64PEO
68AUU

Portable generator
TA-33 if required. Log books. Wire for LF antennas
Light van, possibly a generator and TH3 beam
Tent, Mustang beam and rotator. Rope
Scaffolding poles - abt 30 ft
Rotator
T5160, Dentron linear. Co-ax. LF dipoles. Power meter
Tent. FT102 & ATU if needed
Masts and rotator. T54305. LA1000 linear
TH3 Mk 3
VHF equipment.

Remember, when you visit
This list may not be complete - please advise 63KMA of any further offers on the enclosed form.
the site bring anything that may be of use - PL259s, rope, tools, etc. It is proposed to get a station operating on 40m
immediately sufficient equipment is on site. A large number of EU contacts can then be racked up while the main antennas are
being erected. Triband beams for 10-15-20 will be provided but the LF bands will have to be served by dipoles/slopers. It
is suggested that members may wish to take their own transceivers along to ensure complete familiarity with the equipment in
use. Two tents will be provided and, hopefully, a light van. For several reasons it is essential to carry out all daytime
operating from tents well within the site boundaries. The site presents first class opportunities for antennas on all bands
and Tony, 630FW, hopes to secure the services of an archer to assist with the erection of wire antennas on the tall trees!
(Not Dan I hope). It is essential to avoid nuisance to local residents - in particular those in the house adjoining the main
access path to the site. All cars - except those involveded in transporting equipment to the site or those to be parked
during the night - should be parked in the car-park adjoining the National Trust building situated on the main road just past
the site. The station will be located atop the hill just behind the memorial stone - about 5 minutes walk from the car park.
An alternative car park is available immediately opposite the site beside the River Thames but drivers are charged 50p
admission.

Fires are strictly forbidden. Hopefully a camping Sat stove will be available for tea, etc, but it is suggested
We MUST leave the site as we find it.
that members make do with sandwiches, cans of beer, etc. Strictly, NO LITTER.
The station site may be visited by officials of National Trust, RSGB and DTI/RRD so it goes without saying that
licence regulations must be strictly adhered to.
OSL cards are being arranged by Peter, G3VIE, and a full colour card will be provided at a price which should
easily be covered by donations and incoming IRCs/DRK.
The club has been very lucky in securing the very special call and permission to operate from the various agencies
involved. It now depends on us, the members, to pull off what could be a major event for British Amateur Radio.
PLEASE CONTINUE WITH MAXIMUM PUBLICITY ON THE HF BANDS.
Dick 83008 reports that his
It appears that ADOS was done a grave injustice by the previous Newsletter.
card for ADOS/KHR was accepted by ARRL. Your Ed is sure that something fishy happened around that time - April 1981 - and

DXCC NON - COUNTERS

an operation from either Kingman or Palmyra was not accepted. Can anyone throw light on the subject? Dick adds VU7AN and

3WBAA to the list of Don Search's nightmares and Peter, G3VIE, has just had IV3OSH/5R8 and DJ5RT/TT8 rejected by ARRL.

REMINDER

Henry awaits orders for copies of the photographs taken at the June 3rd meeting - they are quite superb.

JOHN KAY 63AAE

The UK's flag waver an DXCC Honor Roll with 360 confirmed, has expressed interest in CDXC and has been sent
full information about the Club. John lives in Loughtan and he has been invited to join in an 21 so those with goad paths
into Essex should listen for him.
HOSPITALITY If you think we had a good 'do' for Darleen and Joe, cop this: VK4BRC Ray and his xyl Sheri VK4VMB recently
visited the UK and were entertained by the North Wakefield ARC. A visit was laid on for them to the White Rose Rally and
also they were interviewed by Radio Leeds and the Wakefield Express - which made the point that Ray and Sheri had helped
NWARC members with contest points from VK. At a special 'Australian Night' held by the Club, and attended by about 100
amateurs, Ray and Sheri were presented with an engraved plaque to mark their visit. Looks like we've got a bit of
re-thinking to do....! Any volunteers to serve as 'CDXC Hospitality Officer' for future social events???

1985 HF CONVENTION N6AUV reports that Lloyd and Iris Colvin are considering visiting Europe in late 1985 and have been
invited to attend the Clipperton DX Club meeting to be held in September. Ron thinks that an invite to another "Hamfest' at
the time may swing the balance. 63610 and 63KMA, on behalf of the RS68 HF Committee, are looking at venues in the Heathrow
area. Any suggestions to Henry or Roger please.

RECENT CORRESPONDENCE
STEVE COLE GN4BLE

writes that he and the other Steve, 6W4BK6, are the only really active DX chasers in South Wales following
the demise of the GWBGT group. T31AT gave Steve his no. 300 curent country. We see that the M4 runs through your
back-garden Steve so you'll have to come along to one of our capers during the summer hi! The 6W bays also use 144.525 so
keep an ear out for them during lift conditions. Thanks to Steve for his donation to CDXC.

DON FIELD GMT

wrote to clarify the situation about the IOTA Islands off South America. The original SA-20 was deleted and
replaced by three new designations - SA26/27/28. SA20 is now Iles de Salut. The answer, for those interested in IOTA, is to
obtain the latest listing from Geoff Watts - your Ed's copy has been used so much it is falling apart!! Don also reports
that he has issue 14 and issues 27 onwards, apart from issue 33, of the W680/K6HHD DSL Managers directory. Tnx Don.

OPERATION RALEIGH

Henry, 63610, has provided details of this sailing expedition which will last for about 4 years
commencing in early 1985. The RSGB has been asked to assist with the amateur radio aspects of the trip and the possible
establishment of a /MM station on the vessel 'Sir Walter Raleigh'. The planned route is:
UK - E Coast USA - Bahamas - Jamaica - Turks & Caicos - Honduras - Costa Rica Panama - Peru - Chile - Falklands - Pacific Islands - Solomons - Papua - VK - ZL
- Indonesia - Japan - Sri Lanka - Pakistan - Oman - Kenya - Malagasy - Brazil Venezuela - Canada - UK.
The expedition organisers have offered detours of up to 1000 miles to permit amateur operation from rare DX for IOTA?)
countries and arrangements may be possible whereby British Amateurs could meet with the ship to operate from such places.
The RSGB HF Committee is considering the matter and if any members for readers!) have suggestions regarding the operation
please contact 63GIO or G3KMA. There are endless possibilities even to the extent of an awards scheme for working the ship
at each port, etc, etc. Would CDXC members be interested in becoming involved?

THE DX SCENE
01-725-7374

USE THE DXNS VOICE-BANK

01-725-7373

A reminder to readers that this and subsequent sections of Newsletter are intended to supplement rather than duplicate DXNS.
For current information subscribe to DINS and use the Voice-Bank. Conditions have been fairly flat on all bands of late.
Recent DX from the 64DY0 log: HL1DC 40m cw, ZD7CW 80 ssb, KH6JEB/KH7 20 ssb, 7PB 15 ssb, HP 20 ssb, VOL 20 ssb, H5 20 ssb
9N1MM Fr.

MORAN

Father Marshall Moran was 78 years old on 29th May!

BY CHINA (OFW,YMC,GED)
BYBAA was an enormous signal on Tuesday 10th at 11002 on 21250khz. Conditions dropped quickly but
Ian, G4LJF, managed a contact for an all-time new one. Phil Weaver, VS6CT, reports that some of the BYBAA ops are old-timers
from before WW2 and at least one speaks excellent English.

T31 CANTON

Dave 64GED should have the logs for Alan's trip by now and is preparing photographs for the printing

of OSL

cards.

VU7 ANDAMANS

Henry was told by a W station recently that there is a strong possibility of an operation later this year.
Ian and Bill spoke with Gul, VU2GI, who denied that any firm promise of a licence had been given so don't count your chickens
yet!

STO SOUTH SUDAN

TLBGE/STO should be active for one week each month. As there are no formal licensing arrangements in the
Sudan there is every likelihood that it will count!!

YI IRAQ

YI1BGD will commence 40 and BO metre operation during July using dipole antennas.

SV MOUNT ATHOS

DX-NL is adamant that the operation was
DSL cards are already appearing for the recent DJ5CD operation.
legal and that the papers are being sent to ARRL. Greek amateurs are equally adamant that the operation, which made 2300
OSOs with 95% on CW, was not carried out from Mt. Athos and have written to ARRL objecting. See DINS No. 1124 far
additional information.

KP DESECHEO

(JEQ,OZF,VIE,GED,LJF,PEO) US bulletins carrying rumours of a late July operation. Tony, G30FW, recently worked
WP4ATF who promised that it will all happen from 23-30th July and the ARRL bulletin on Friday 13th mentioned the possibility
of 7 operators. (830ZF and G3VIE appear to be the only members with equal current scores. Does this mean KW linears 2
wavelengths apart at dawn when the KP5 appears?)

5U NIGER

(COJ,OFW,YMC,FXT,GED,PEO) Lucio, 5U7LD, continues sporadic operation (not helped by frequent nationwide power
cuts) but there is a question mark about validity for DXCC. Rumour has it that he is operating under a commercial licence which would be unacceptable to Newington.

XU KAMPUCHEA (COJ,OFW,PEC,YMC,FXT,GED,PEO) XU1SS regularly appears on Sundays, 14335khz at 1200z with VS6CT. Phil
forwards copies of the logs for these nets directly to JA1HOG, the XU QSL Manager. They also check in to Werner's net on
Mondays and Thursdays - 21157khz 1000z. The operators of XU1SS and XU1YL recently received the Dot and Dash prize from the
JA DX Family Foundation for their efforts in activating the rare country.
UA ANTARCTICA

4KOB is the station of the 1984 Soviet Scientific Polar Expedition and is located at BIN 178W. Ops are
Victor and Vlad(UA1ABL). They sked UNOWE on Mondays 3620khz at 0200z and 14120khz at 0215z and are active with the Soviet
Polar Net on 14150khz at 1500z. OSL via UA1MU.
TADZHIK - USSR To celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Republic of Tadzhik, EKBR and EKBK will be ORV during July. Both
will operate 24hrs 10-160m cw and ssb. EKBR (UH-R) will be operated by UJ8JCD and company from the Gorno-Badakhshan Oblast
(042) from the °Roof of the Worlds 4000 metres above sea-level. This will he the first 160m operation from Obl. 042.
EKBK will be operated by UJBJJ and friends from Kulyabskaya Oblast (182).
OSLs for both ops to Box 88 OR to: Alexander L. Rubstov, UJOJCO, PO Box 1102, Dushanbe, 734032 Tadzhik SSR, USSR. (Note:
Alex handles OSLs for all Tadzhik stations). NB. 12th July G4DYO worked RJ6R in Obl. 042 and on 14th July G4DY0 worked RJ6K
in Obl. 182!

5X UGANDA

Several members have worked 5158K but it is not known whether Jerry (VE7FXX) will get
(C0J,OFW,GED,LJF,PEO)
He claims to have verbal permission and says there are four other ops
proper papers although he says he is working on it.
Jerry, who is a Doctor working at a medical mission for about 12-14 months, is using batteries powered by
in the country.
DSL via JA1BK.
solar cells to run an FT707 so don't expect 40 over 9 signals!

ODDS N'ENDS
AO) is a pirate!
Rumours of San Felix/Ambrosia in December.
K6EDV no longer handles OSLs for AHBA - he receives no logs!
There are 1233 US operators in the current Honor Roll listing - or about 2.9% of all US amateurs.
"A51PN" worked a number of Stateside stations on 20 cw in mid-May but no-one has received a QSL yet!
The DX Bulletin points out that, while many operators - including some "big" DSL Managers - do not answer
SWL cards, it is a pre-requisite for a licence in some E European countries to have X-countries confirmed as an SWL.

PRAY LINE
FBBWJ reported frequently on 7060khz 0230/0330z

WORKED IN EUROPE:
514ED 3790khz 2050z
044BC 7006khz 2227z

2113z

VP8ML 3790khz 2323z

OA4AKP 3789khz

CEGIJ 3794khz 0330z
9M2C0 7004khz 2043z

457NMR 7050khz 2120z
4K1GA6 7040khz 2117z

MIS 7048khz 0055z
FY7YM 7059khz 0430z

ZS3GB 3780khz

0346z

ZS6BCR 3500khz

2143z

J28DX 7040khz 2245z
VK9LX 7084khz 0630z

Note that the above reports refer to contacts made in Europe during the last few weeks and are taken from various Di
bulletins.

WATCH FOR - believed active about now:
A major operation from Tadzhik during July to celebrate 60th anniversary of the Republic.
VK9LW (VPBANT and VK9LX (G3ZAY) from Lord Howe.
VK9ZA, Willis Island, for 6 months commencing July. OSL via VK6YL.
3B7CD promised very soon by 3B6CD...
HB9/G4LJF (watch 14160khz 1000z DSL G4DYO!)
ZL7BKM Chatham Island for 3 months. OSL ZL2HE.
LA9PCA from ZA (!).
9M2RT by Dick, NN6U, for about one year with emphasis on 40, BO and 160m. DSL via KB6UF.
ON5NT/HBO 17-28th July.
EP2TA and EP2RO.
MOOR

THE CALLSIBN LAMENT by Al, W4VP
I thought I had it easy
Now I'm climbing up the walls,
Every country in the whole dang world
Is playing Scrabble with their calls.
Oh give me back the good old days
When I knew who was where
And chasing DX something more
Than pulling out my hair.
The Canadians now use a "C° or 'X"
The French are into 'T"'s
The States are hopelessly confused
As are the Japanese.
I had the Russians memorised
Could tell them all apart
Now I'm back beyond square one
Making a fresh start.
I'd like to know the reason why
This all did come to be
For the callsign mess on the bands
Is getting the best of me.
I listen for the DX now
Prefix chart in hand
And try to guess which strange new call
Might be some rare exotic land....

THOUGHT FROM RAINBOW BAY (KH6BZF):

'Old Hams can't be cured

'til they die!

STRICTLY NON RADIO 'JOKE':

So these three guys - an Englishman, a Scotsman and an Irishman went into a bar in Texas where
all the big 'oily boys" meet.. After a few minutes the Englishman walked up to a fellow at the bar, shook his hand and
bought him a scotch saying: It is a great honour to shake the hand of such a brave man, Mr Adair'. The Scotsman then walked
across and bought the man a drink saying: 'Well, Red, you sure have some courage.' Then its the Irishman's turn. He walks
up to the guy at the bar:
"Is that right you're Red Adair?'.
"Yessir - I sure am..'
"Still going out with Ginger Rogers then...?"
-

MORE SAE's PLEASE

if you wish to receive further copies of Newsletter: G3KMA, G3OZF, G3COJ, SeE0

on map.
The access to the rear of the site is via Oak Lane IMPORTANT ADDENDUM TO ENCLOSED BKOJFK INFORMATION:
Approaching from the Runnymede direction the lane is atop a hill immediately before a road sign indicating a double junction.
Turn left into Oak Lane and proceed to far end of gravelled section - straight ahead to site.

This is the last Newsletter before GKOJFK — a special edition
is planned for the week following the operation.

TNX DXNS, DX-NL, Npress, TDB, LIND, W4PD, Long Skip, ORZ-DX

